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The hybrid HVDC with cascaded multi-infeed MMC inverters is proposed in recent years
and it will be put into reality in near future. But the control characteristic of this hybrid HVDC
have not been discussed in details. This paper investigates the control strategy
characteristic of the hybrid HVDC using cascaded multi-infeed MMC inverters. By
combining the UI curves (the DC voltage and DC current curves) of LCC rectifiers,
LCC inverter and MMC inverters, the complete UI curves of the hybrid HVDC are
obtained in different control modes. Through the complete UI curve, the characteristic
of the control strategy is investigated in different operation situations. It is found that the
MMC inverter in DC voltage control could shift to the rectifying mode if the fault occurs or
active power orders are intensively changed. To solve such problem, the coordinated
control strategy based on the dynamic limiter, diodes and LCC-MMC active orders is
proposed in this paper, which can not only prevent the MMC inverter from becoming a
rectifier at DC side but also can improve the AC side voltage stability. Nevertheless, the
proposed strategy can further endow the MMC with fault ride through abilities. The
simulations in PSCAD software verify the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed
control strategy.

Keywords: hybrid HVDC, control characteristic, coordinated control strategy, cascaded MMC, multi-infeed
inverters

INTRODUCTION

The hybrid high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission technology combines the advantages of
line commutated converters (LCC) and voltage sourced converters (VSC), hence it is proposed in the
past years and has become a new direction of HVDC technology (Qahraman, 2010).

Generally, the hybrid HVDC can be divided into three types according to the topologies shown in
Figure 1 (Lou et al., 2019). The first type in shown in Figure 1A is the hybrid HVDC with LCC at
rectifier and MMC at inverter. This kind of hybrid HVDC represents the original combination concept
between VSC and LCC. Based on type (A) structure, by further modifying its VSC inverter, a lot of
similar hybrid HVDCs are investigated in the past. Such as the ultra-high voltage hybrid HVDC with a
bipolar structure (Yang et al., 2019), the hybrid HVDC for renewable power transmission (Torres-
Olguin et al., 2013), and the hybrid HVDC with clamped double sub-modules modular multi-level
converters (MMC) (Xue et al., 2019). Although the structures of these hybrid HVDCs are varied, the
control strategy of them is notmuch complex, of which theVSC inverter is usually operating in constant
DC voltage control and the LCC rectifier retains the original control configuration (Shu et al., 2019).
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However, the type (A) hybrid HVDC usually suffers from the
power limitation of its VSC inverter, which has much smaller
rated capacity compared to the LCC converter. To overcome this
shortage, one solution is to add more VSC inverters and let the
type (A) hybrid HVDC become a multi-terminal DC grid, which
has been realized in the Wudongde hybrid HVDC project in
China (Rao et al., 2019). Another solution is letting the LCC be in
series with VSC at both rectifier side and inverter side (Xiang
et al., 2020), which is the second type hybrid HVDC as shown in
Figure 1B. In such a topology the capacity of the whole hybrid
HVDC system can be enlarged and the commutation failure risk
of the LCC inverter can also be significantly decreased (Xiao et al.,
2017). For this kind of hybrid HVDC, the active power control
strategy is also simple and clear, which is inverters in constant DC
voltage control and rectifiers in constant active power or current
control (Kaur and Chaudhuri, 2019). The main attention on type
(B) hybrid HVDC is concentrated on the receiving AC side, as
there is the AC voltage stability and the reactive power interaction
mechanism issues between the VSC and LCC (Guo et al., 2012; Li
et al., 2017; Ni et al., 2018; Zou et al., 2018; Xiao et al., 2019).

To further reduce the cost, the type (C) hybrid HVDC shown
in Figure 1C with only one VSC inverter is studied (Qahraman
and Gole, 2005), which has similar active power control strategy
with type (B) hybrid HVDC. However, the VSC inverter in type
(C) hybrid HVDC would also limit the maximum transmitted
active power as it is in series with the LCC inverter. By

considering the bulk capacity and reasonable economical cost,
some researchers have proposed another new type hybrid HVDC
with cascaded multi-infeed MMC inverters in last 2 years (Chen
et al., 2019)- (Liu et al., 2018), which is shown in Figure 2.
Obviously, this new hybrid HVDC is developed from the type (c)
structure, where the single VSC inverter is replaced by several
paralleled MMC inverters, such that more active power can be
transmitted. On the other side, the LCC inverter and MMC
inverters are infeeding into different AC areas rather than into
one location. Thus, the flexibility and reliability can be highly
increased both in the preliminary construction and the in later
operation. Due to the above advantages, the State grid
corporation of China, which is the biggest power company in
China, has planned to construct such a hybrid HVDC project in
the near future.

However, for such an important and practical hybrid HVDC, the
specific active power control strategy and its characteristic have not
been studied in details, and only a few simulations analysis are
reported (Chen et al., 2019)- (Liu et al., 2018). Although some
papers have studies the HVDC control strategies in hybrid
situations, most of them are concentrated on the classical hybrid
styles in Figures 1A,B. Such as the droop coefficients design method
in hybrid multi-terminal HVDC systems (Lee et al., 2020), the power
reversal strategies for hybrid LCC/MMC HVDC systems (Li et al.,
2020), and the fault ride-throughmethods of hybrid VSC-LCCmulti-
terminal HVDC transmission systems (Haleem et al., 2019). In

FIGURE 1 | The three type hybrid HVDCs with different topologies. (A) type (A) hybrid HVDC (B) type (B) hybrid HVDC (C) type (C) hybrid HVDC.

FIGURE 2 | Hybrid HVDC with cascaded multi-infeed MMC inverters.
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cascaded situation the control and operating modes are discussed
(Xiang et al., 2020), but the topology is different and its control
characteristic are neither the same. Actually, in this new hybrid
HVDC structure, by introducing multi-infeed MMCs has changed
it from a traditional hybrid HVDC to a multi-terminal system. This
makes the control strategies of the hybridHVDCwith cascadedmulti-
infeed MMC inverters to be very different from the point-to-point
hybrid HVDC system. Because the increased MMCs endow the VSC
inverters with inner power distribution abilities rather than a pure
constant DC voltage control station. Simultaneously, the extra
obtained ability increases its operation complexity, and how the
active power is distributed between multi-MMC inverters and
what the impact is should also be clarified.

To investigate the detailed control characteristic of the hybrid
HVDC with cascaded multi-infeed MMC inverters, this paper
analyzes the control strategy characteristic of the hybrid HVDC
and designs the dynamic coordinated control strategy to improve
its stability performance. The organization of this paper is as
follows. The Hybrid High Voltage Direct Current With Cascaded
Multi-Infeed MMC Inverters introduces the topology and control
strategies of hybrid HVDC with cascaded multi-infeed MMC
inverters. The UI Curves of Hybrid High Voltage Direct Current
for Different Control Strategies obtains hybrid HVDC’s complete
DC voltage and DC current curves (UI curves) through
theoretical analysis. Based on the obtained UI curves, The
Control Characteristic Analysis and Coordinated Strategy
Design analyzes the control characteristic of the hybrid HVDC
system and designs the dynamic coordinated strategy. Simulation
Verifications validates the theoretical analysis by simulations.
Finally, Conclusion gives suggestions and concludes the paper.

THE HYBRID HIGH VOLTAGE DIRECT
CURRENT WITH CASCADED
MULTI-INFEED MMC INVERTERS
The structure of a hybrid HVDC with cascaded multi-infeed MMC
inverters is presented in Figure 2. It can be seen that the rated power
and voltage of the hybrid HVDC are 4000MW and 800 kV, where
three 400 kV/677MWMMC inverters are in series with a 2000MW

LCC. The MMCs are all half-bridge inverters and infeeding into
different AC areas, which are connected through varied distances.

The Control Strategies of Line Commutated
Converters
The control strategies of LCC are composed of two parts, which
are the rectifier control strategy and the inverter control strategy.
For a classical LCC HVDC transmission system with 800 kV
rated voltage, the UI curves of rectifier and inverter can be drawn
as shown in Figure 3 (Arrillaga, 1998).

In Figure 3, the blue curve represents the UI characteristic of
rectifier operation, and the yellow curve represents the inverter
characteristic. The detailed descriptions of different control modes
for each line segment are presented in Table 1, which are all classical
control strategies in LCC HVDC system. Ud and Id are the
corresponding DC voltage and DC current in the red operating point.

The Control Strategies of MMC
As for the control strategies of the three MMC inverters, the active
power control mode can be varied, because these MMCs have
formed a multi-terminal DC grid. Thus, all the control strategies
suitable for a DC grid can be applied to the MMC inverters of the
proposed hybrid HVDC. Generally, the DC grid active power
control strategy can be divided into droop control mode and
master-slave control mode, which are based on the combination
of constant DC voltage control, droop control, constant active
power control and island control (VF control). Because the hybrid
HVDC’s MMC inverters are not connected to a passive network
according to Figure 2, the island control mode is not considered in
this paper. On the other side, the droop control is not suitable for
accurate power distribution and would lead to DC voltage
fluctuation in practical operation. Thus, the master slave control
strategy is selected for investigation, as shown in Table 2.

THE UI CURVES OF HYBRID HIGH
VOLTAGE DIRECT CURRENT FOR
DIFFERENT CONTROL STRATEGIES
Based on above basic control strategies investigation of the LCC
and MMC, this section discusses the whole control characteristic
of the complete hybrid HVDC, which is obtained through the UI

FIGURE 3 | Classical control strategies of LCC HVDC where the
abbreviated control modes can be found in Table 1.

TABLE 1 | The control modes of LCC rectifier and inverter.

LCC Symbol Control mode

Rectifier CIA Constant Ignition Angle Control
CC Constant Current Control
VDCOL Voltage Dependent Current Order Limit Control
MCL Minimum Current Limit Control

Inverter CV Constant Voltage Control
CEA Constant Extinction Angle Control
CC Constant Current Control
VDCOL Voltage Dependent Current Order Limit Control
MAL Minimum Alpha Angle Control
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curve analysis. As the cascaded MMC inverters are the main
difference of the hybrid HVDC in this paper from the classical
hybrid HVDC, the UI curve analysis are discussed based on
different impact to the inverter side and rectifier side.

The Basic Characteristic of Master-Slave
Control
When the cascaded MMC inverters are in master-slave control,
the DC voltage of MMC is controlled by one inverter, while the
other two inverters control their active power as presented in
Table 2. Thus, the expression of the MMCs’ UI curve is a line
according to the external characteristic of all MMCs, which can be
written as

udc MMC � Ud rated

2
(1)

The udc MMC is the controlled MMC DC voltage, which is half
of the rated DC voltage (Ud rated) of the whole hybrid HVDC,
namely udc MMC � 400kV in this paper. Obviously, the MMC
inverter in constant DC voltage control will influence the both UI
curves of LCC rectifier and LCC inverter related to DC voltage
control, while the DC current control stays to be the same.

Influence to the Line Commutated
Converters Inverter UI Curves
According to the characteristic of master-slave control strategy
used in MMC inverters, its influence on the UI curves can be
obtained by adding the DC voltage control expressions of the LCC
and MMC, including all the modes which will impact the DC
voltage. Consider that the upper 400 kVLCC inverter in Figure 2 is
still in the classical control mode, for each line segment of the LCC
inverter UI curve, the expressions of the CV control, CEA control,
VDCOL control and MAL control can be written as (see Table 1
for the abbreviations of each control mode)

udc LCC � Ud rated

2
(2)

udc LCC � k′CEAidc + UCEA
dc LCC (3)

udc LCC � k′VDCOLidc + UVDCOL
dc LCC (4)

udc LCC � k′MALidc + UMAL
dc LCC (5)

The k′CEA , k′VDCOL and k′MAL are the slopes of CEA line
segment, VDCOL line segment and MAL line segment
respectively, where the superscript’ denotes that these slopes
are the configurations of 400 kV inverters and their values are
half of the 800 kV inverters. The UCEA

dc LCC, U
VDCOL
dc LCC and UMAL

dc LCC
are the DC voltage values at the intersection when the
corresponding lines crosses the udc-axis.

By adding (Eq. 1) to (Eq. 2) to (Eq. 5) successively, the
complete DC voltage expressions of hybrid HVDC can be
obtained as follows.

udc � udc LCC + udc MMC � Ud rated (6)

udc � udc LCC + udc MMC � k′CEAidc + UCEA
dc LCC + Ud rated

2
(7)

udc � udc LCC + udc MMC � k′VDCOLidc + UVDCOL
dc LCC + Ud rated

2
(8)

udc � udc LCC + udc MMC � k′MALidc + UMAL
dc LCC + Ud rated

2
(9)

Thus, the new UI curves can be drawn according to the above
expressions, as the yellow line segments at the left side
coordinates shows in Figure 4, which includes the new line
segments of MAL′, VDCOL′, CV′ and CEA′ part.

The Influence on the Rectifier UI Curves
As the MMCs are all inverters, there is little influence to the
rectifiers’ UI curves, except that the DC voltage is limited
above half of the rated value, which is 400 kV. This is because
the half bridge MMC inverter is always in constant DC voltage
control mode. Thus, based on the original LCC rectifier UI
curves in Figure 3, the new rectifier UI curves of hybrid HVDC
are also presented in Figure 4, which are the blue line segments
at the left side coordinates.

THE CONTROL CHARACTERISTIC
ANALYSIS AND COORDINATED
STRATEGY DESIGN
Based on the obtained UI curves, the control characteristic of
the active power control strategy will be discussed in this
section. And the dynamic coordinated control strategy will
also be investigated to enhance the system stability when
fault happens.

FIGURE 4 | Complete UI curves of Hybrid HVDC when MMCs are in
Master-slave control (see Table 2).

TABLE 2 | The typical control modes of MMC inverters.

Control strategy MMC1 MMC2 MMC3

Master-slave
control

DC voltage
control

Active power
control

Active power
control
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The Static Control Characteristics Analysis
The most important and different static characteristics of the
hybrid HVDC control strategy are the active power distribution
characteristic between the MMC inverters, and the distribution
characteristic between the upper LCC inverter and the lower
MMC inverter also.

According to the left part of Figure 4, the active power of the
LCC inverter and the MMC inverters are the areas of the upper
blue square and the lower yellow square when the system
operates at the red point in the UI diagram. It can be seen
that the upper blue square area will be influenced both by the
operating DC voltage Ud and DC current Id when the control
mode of inverters and rectifiers vary. However, the lower yellow
square area can only be influenced by the operating DC current
Id, because the MMC DC voltage is fixed at the Ud_rated, namely
400 kV. It indicates that more active power of LCC inverter will
be changed when the control modes are shifting. Compared to
LCC inverter, the MMC inverters can still transmit active power
when DC voltage decreases as long as the current order is
not zero.

As for the distribution characteristic between the MMC
inverters, the master-slave control strategy makes the MMC
inverters in constant active power control always to have fixed
outputs, while the MMC inverter in constant DC voltage control
acts the role of a balance node, as the right side of Figure 4 shows.
The sum of the three yellow square areas at the right side
coordinates of Figure 4 are the output active powers of three
MMC inverters, where the black square area indicates the MMC1
are absorbing active power from AC system when it becomes a
rectifier, which may decrease the stability of the receiving end AC
system.

The Transient Control CharacteristicsWhen
Inverter Side Fault Happens
As the topology of the hybrid HVDC is new, its transient
characteristic in fault situation needs to be discussed, where
the most typical and influential fault, namely the inverter side
AC grounding fault, is selected for investigation. It is known that

the grounding fault usually leads to voltage decrease in AC
system, so the discussion concentrates on the DC side influence.

The Control Modes of Inverters and Rectifiers in Fault
When fault happens at inverter side, the commutation failure will
occur in the LCC inverter. Hence the control of LCC inverters will
change to the constant extinction angle (CEA) mode, and the
operating point will move left side according to the VDCOL
current order from rectifiers, where the DC voltage decreases
because of the AC fault and it makes the operating point to move
downside too, as Figure 5 shows. The most important thing is
that because of the DC voltage of MMC inverters cannot be
decreased to zero, the whole DC voltage of hybrid HVDC would
not be zero either, such that the non-zero current order from
rectifiers’ VDCOL curve makes the active power can still be
transmitted through the MMC inverters, even when LCC
inverters has a commutation failure, where the over current is
assumed not enough to block MMC. If the MMCs are blocked,
the whole hybrid HVDC would be in outage.

The situation of rectifier side AC fault is better than inverter
side because no commutation failure could usually happen.
Similarly to the conventional LCC HVDC systems, when a
rectifier side fault happens, the rectifier would change to
constant ignition angle (CEA′) mode and the LCC inverter
also changes to constant current (CC) and VDCOL′ control.
Such that the current order from LCC inverter curves makes the
operating point to move to the left side, and the DC voltage also
decreases. The DC voltage can neither be zero because of the
MMC inverters, as Figure 6 shows.

The Active Power Distribution of the MMCs
Based on the analysis above, it is known that the MMC1 is
possible to become a rectifier as the whole power of three MMCs
is actually decided by the orders from LCC rectifiers. If the
references of the MMCs in constant active power control are
larger than the orders from the LCC rectifiers, the MMC in
constant voltage control will rectify the active power from its

FIGURE 5 | Transient characteristic when AC fault happens at
inverter side.

FIGURE 6 | transient characteristic when AC fault happens at
rectifier side.
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connected AC system. This situation always occurs when inverter
side AC grounding fault happens.

Actually, the current orders from LCC rectifiers will decrease
sharply when the AC fault occurs at the inverter side because of
the VDCOL control, in which case the MMC in constant DC
voltage control could rectify active power from its connected AC
system to satisfy the extra active power need of the other two
MMCs, as Figure 7 shows.

The Coordinated Control Strategy Design
for Hybrid High Voltage Direct Current
Thus, it can be clearly seen that the AC grounding fault will not
only decrease the voltage and cause LCC commutation failures at
AC side, but also leads to the unreasonable active power
distribution between MMCs, where the MMC inverter
becomes a rectifier would change the power flow intensively at
AC side. To solve these problems, the coordinated control
strategies need to be designed.

The proposed coordinated control strategies are composed of
three parts. The first is the dynamic limiters to enhance MMC’s
reactive power supporting ability, which can also prevent the
inverter from shifting to a rectifier in some case. The second
strategy is the additional diodes devices to further guarantee the
inverter operation mode and also can protect the MMC to get

through the pole-to-ground fault. And the last strategy is the
active power coordinated control between LCC and MMCs.

The Dynamic Limiter
It is known that the current limit of MMC comprises an active
current limit and a reactive current limit (Liu and Chen, 2013),
which can be given by

ilim �
���������
i2dlim + i2qlim

√
. (10)

According to (Li et al., 2017), designing a dynamic limiter for
the MMC in constant active power control can not only enhance
AC side voltage stability when fault and disturbance happens but
also could limit the active power reference automatically to avoid
the MMC in DC voltage control turns to a rectifier. The dynamic
reactive current limiter is designed as (Eq. 11) and (Eq. 12)
shows.

iqlim � { ilim, ilim ≤ iq
−ilim, iq ≤ ilim

(11)

idlim � { ������
i2lim − i2q

√
,

����������
i2lim − i2q < id

√
iDlim, id ≤ iDlim

(12)

Where iDlim is the minimum active current limit set to guarantee

the necessary active power transmission and
������������
i2lim − i2q ≤ iDlim

√
.

The mechanism of the dynamic limiter can be explained through
Figure 8. When system is in normal steady state, the MMC is
operating at point I. When the voltage sag is small, the reactive
current increases and system comes to a new stable operating
point M, which is still in the limit circle. If the voltage fluctuation
is big, the reactive current will increase to maximum value and
finally reach to a new operating point N or the limit operating
point D, where theminimum active current iDlim is guaranteed. In
this paper, the values of the ilim and iDlim are set as 1.1 pu and 0 pu
respectively.

By adding the dynamic limiters to the MMCs in constant
active power control, the control characteristic of the hybrid
HVDC can be improved.

It can be clearly seen in Figure 8 that when the grounding fault
happens at inverter side, the dynamic limiters force the MMCs in
constant active power to generate more reactive power Qlim , and

FIGURE 7 | The active power distribution characteristic when fault
happens at inverter side.

FIGURE 8 | The mechanism of the dynamic limiter.
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the active powers transferred by these MMCs are simultaneously
limited because of the dynamic limiters, which also avoid the
MMC1 inverter in constant DC voltage control from becoming a
rectifier. Such that the problems of DC side unreasonable active
power distribution and AC side voltage fluctuation can both be
improved by the dynamic coordinated strategy.

The Additional Diodes Protection Strategy
Although the dynamic limiter is helpful to prevent the inverter
from operating in rectifying mode, the inverter in constant DC
voltage control will still shift to a rectifier when it is in low power
operation. To further guarantee the stability of the hybrid HVDC,
the diodes are added as Figure 9 shows. The diodes can make the
MMCs always operate in inverter mode. Nevertheless, the diodes
can also protect the MMCs from the pole-to-ground fault, because
the capacitance discharging path from MMC to DC line is cut off.

The Coordinated Strategy Between Line Commutated
Converters and MMC
Based on the above strategy, the active power thus can only be
transferred from DC side to AC side. It is noted that if the active
power references of LCC and MMC are not coordinated, the
system will still face the stability problems, such as the situation
where the LCC decrease its active power while the MMCs remain
their previous orders. So, to avoid the instability, the coordinated
strategy between LCC andMMC is designed as (Eq. 13) shows. In
such strategy, when the MMC and LCC find the orders are not
suitable, the active references will be adjusted.

PLCC ref ≥ (PMMC2 ref + PMMC3 ref) (13)

Finally, the whole coordinated control strategy can be
described by Figure 10. And the detailed control strategies of
each converter can be found in Table 3.

SIMULATION VERIFICATIONS

To verify the analysis above, the simulations are implemented in
this section, which are used for the validation of dynamic limiters,

diodes function, LCC-MMC coordinated strategy and pole-to-
ground protection ability respectively. The system parameters can
be found in Supplementary Table S1.

Simulation Verification for Dynamic Limiters
Strategy
To verify the control characteristic with dynamic limiters, a
0.08s single phase to ground fault happens at the LCC inverter
side AC system when t � 2.5 s. The control of the LCC inverter is
in constant extinction angle and transfers about 1800MW active
power, while the LCC rectifiers are in constant current control.
The MMC inverters are in master-slave control as Table 2
shows, each MMC transfers 600MW active power, where the
reactive control modes of MMCs are all in constant AC voltage
control.

The simulations are implemented when MMC2 and MMC3
are with and without dynamic limiters respectively, where the
MMC2 and MMC3 are with a 0.4 p.u. fixed reactive limiter
when the dynamic limiters are not added. The simulations
results are presented in Supplementary Figures S1–S4
separately.

FIGURE 9 | The additional diodes protection strategy.

FIGURE 10 | The mechanism of the coordinated strategy based on
dynamic limiters and diodes.
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According to Supplementary Figures S1, S2 it can be clearly
seen that the reactive q-axis current limit is enlarged when fault
happens, such that much more reactive power can be output by
MMC2 and MMC3 to support to connected AC systems.

Nevertheless, it can also be seen from Supplementary Figure
S3 that the dynamic limiters simultaneously suppress the active
power output of MMC2 and MMC3, such that the MMC1
inverter in DC voltage control will not become a rectifier,
which would absorb the active power from inverter side AC
system and cause frequency problems. And the DC voltage is
slightly more stable when the dynamic limiters are added
according to Supplementary Figure S4.

Simulation Verification for Diodes Strategy
To validate the control function of the added diodes, the
simulations when the hybrid HVDC is with no additional
control, only with dynamic limiters, with both dynamic
limiter and diodes are implemented respectively. The
simulation settings are basically the same with previous cases,
except that the hybrid HVDC is operating in low active power
transferring situation.

It can be concluded from Supplementary Figures S5–S7
that, when the hybrid HVDC operates in low power situation,
especially, the MMC1 is in low power operation, the dynamic
limiter cannot guarantee the inverter mode anymore. Because
the MMC1 in constant DC voltage control is near to zero
output and can easily become a rectifier. However, when the
diodes are added, such problems can be solved and the
inverting mode can always be guaranteed according to
Supplementary Figure S7.

Simulation Verification for Line
Commutated Converters-MMC
Coordinated Strategy
The simulation verifications for LCC-MMC coordinated
strategy are implemented in this part. In this situation, the

simulation settings are similar to the previous Simulation
Verification for Dynamic Limiters Strategy, except that the
fault at 2.5 s is replaced by the active power order decreasing
disturbance of LCC converter. The results with and without
LCC-MMC coordinated control are shown in Supplementary
Figures S8, S9.

It can be seen that if the coordinated strategy were not added,
the DC voltage and the active power of MMC inverter will be
forced to decreased, which will deteriorate the system stability.

Simulation Verification for Diodes
Protection Ability When Pole-To-Ground
Fault Occurs
To further verify the protection ability of diodes in DC fault
situation, a pole-to-ground fault is added at 2.5 s. The comparison
results in Supplementary Figures 10–12 show that the diodes
can effectively cut off the discharging path of the MMCs and help
the MMC get ride through the pole-to-ground fault situation. Or
that the MMCs will be over current and the hybrid HVDC suffers
from instability problems.

CONCLUSION

This paper studies the coordinated control strategies of hybrid
HVDC with cascaded multi-infeed MMC inverters. Based on the
theoretical analysis and simulation results, following conclusions
can be obtained.

1) The hybrid active power control characteristic can be
separated into two parts; the first part is the whole active
power transmission characteristic, which is decided by the
LCC current orders. The second part is the active distribution
part between MMC inverters, which is decided by the active
power control strategy both of LCCs and MMCs.

2) In fault and disturbance situations, the MMC inverters can
guarantee the DC voltage not to decrease to zero, and the
active power can still be transmitted through MMC inverters.
But the inverter side grounding fault could intensively change
the active power orders, which will let the MMC inverter in
constant DC voltage control be operating in rectifier mode if
no coordinated control strategy is designed.

3) The dynamic coordinated control strategy proposed by the
paper can not only prevent the MMC inverter from
becoming a rectifier at DC side but also can improve the
voltage stability at AC side, nevertheless, the strategy can also
protect the MMC from pole-to-ground fault. Thus, the
proposed strategy can improve the hybrid HVDC system
stability efficiently.
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TABLE 3 | The control strategies of each converter.

Converter Main control strategy Additional control strategy

LCC Rectifier constant current control LCC-MMC coordinated active power
control

LCC Inverter constant DC voltage
control

/

MMC1
Inverter

1) constant DC voltage
control

diode strategy

2) constant AC voltage
control

MMC1
Inverter

1) constant active power
control

1) diode strategy

2) constant AC voltage
control

2) LCC-MMC coordinated active
power control
3) dynamic limiter

MMC1
Inverter

1) constant active power
control

1) diode strategy

2) constant AC voltage
control

2) LCC-MMC coordinated active
power control
3) dynamic limiter
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